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Dr. Ian C. Shepherdson has been described by the London Times as one of "the best economists in the City". His research and forecasts are
read by investors, policymakers and dealers around the world. Dr. Shepherdson was named top U.S. forecaster of 2003 by the Wall Street
Journal.
"His expert analysis is a focal point for investor policy notes and dealers

In detail

Languages

Dr. Shepherdson is the Chief Economist and founder of Pantheon

He presents in English.

Macroeconomic Advisors, a consulting firm established in 2012
with offices in the USA and the UK. Previously, he was Chief US

Want to know more?

Economist for High Frequency Economic and Chief Economist,

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

USA, for HSBC Securities, Inc. in New York. He also spent six

could bring to your event.

years with HSBC in London, latterly as Chief U.K. Economist.
Ian's economic views have guided financial market professional

How to book him?

and senior corporate decisions-makers for more than 20 years.

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

What he offers you
Dr. Shepherdson offers a unique perspective on the economy and
global financial markets. As one of the world's significant voices
on the US & UK economies, he encourages organisations to grow
globally in order to thrive.

How he presents
Compelling and informative, free of economic jargon, Dr.
Shepherdson's dynamic presentations capture the issues, while
grounding them in his audiences' context.

Topics
The US Economy, Politics and Financial Markets
The UK Economy, Fiscal Policy and its Impact on Business
The Future of the Eurozone
The Impact of the Emergence of China on Developed Economies
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